Partial
When you first start wearing your partial there is an adjustment period. These are some of
the following changes you may notice






Increased salivary flow
May tip when chewing
May have difficulty speaking
Helps to support your jaw—partial
will keep your jaw aligned
Fills in spaces







May feel bulky
Gag sensation
Tongue may feel crowded
Balances your bite
Supports your cheeks & lips

Daily Care


Brush gums, teeth, and implants twice a day with a soft toothbrush. Daily brushing will
keep your mouth healthy.



Partial needs to be cleaned and removed before going to bed. This keeps your tissue
healthy.



Use a denture brush or hard toothbrush daily to clean partial. When brushing partial hold
over a wet towel or basin of water to protect the partial. If the partial is dropped on a hard
surface this could break or warp the framework.



Hold partial' in the palm of your hand with your finger (s) resting on top for support when
brushing. This keeps partial clean of food, stains and odor causing bacteria.



Do not soak partial in mouthwash. The alcohol will shrink acrylic and cause distortion.
Mouthwash will stain partial.



Denture cleaner can be used daily.



Metal clasp (s) partial can not be kept in water.



Do not adjust metal clasp (s) on partial this may break or warp clasp.



When seating partial place your fingers on clasp (s) and press firmly down with fingers.
Do not bite partial into place. This could break or warp clasp (s).



If partial is causing sore spots, remove the partial to relieve
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Immediate Denture
Instructions for the day of extraction:







Your denture will be delivered after the procedure
Do not remove the denture
You should not eat sticky foods. (example: chewing gum or caramel)
You should not eat hard and crunchy foods. (example: raw carrots or french bread)
Rinse daily with warm water mixing half teaspoon of baking soda and half salt.

Please contact the office immediately if your temporary crown should come off or break.
If your temporary crown is off and you’re not able to get to our office within a day, you
may use toothpaste or Fixodent denture adhesive inside the temporary crown and place
it back on the tooth.
If you temporarily place your crown back on at home, please make an appointment to
have the temporary crown evaluated in our office as soon as possible. During this
appointment we may recement or remake your temporary crown.
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